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Suppose that G is a ﬁnite solvable group and V is a ﬁnite,
faithful and completely reducible G-module. Let H be an odd-order
subgroup of G , then H has at least two regular orbits on V ⊕ V .
Suppose in addition that |V | is odd, then there exists v ∈ V in
a regular orbit of F(G) ∩ H such that CH (v) ⊆ F2(G). Let G be a
solvable group, H be an odd-order Hall π-subgroup of G , V be
a faithful G-module, over possibly different ﬁnite ﬁelds of odd π-
characteristic and assume that V Oπ (G) is completely reducible, then
there exists v ∈ V such that CH (v) ⊆ Oπ (G).
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1. Introduction
One of the most important and natural questions about orbit structure is to establish the existence
of an orbit of a certain size. For a long time, there has been a deep interest and need to examine
the size of the largest possible orbits in linear group actions. Obviously the size of an orbit can never
exceed the order of the group. If V is a G-module with a regular orbit, this means that there is an
orbit {vg | g ∈ G} such that CG(v) = 1 holds. However, there do not always exist regular orbits even
for nilpotent groups; although in this case it is possible to ﬁnd v1 and v2 in V such that CG(v1) ∩
CG(v2) = 1. This fact easily implies the existence of a vector v ∈ V such that |G : CG(v)|2  |G|.
Suppose that G is a ﬁnite group and V is a ﬁnite, faithful and completely reducible G-module. The
existence of regular orbits or large orbits have been studied extensively in the literature (for example
[1–6,13,16]).
In [3], the following result was obtained. Let G be a solvable group of odd order and let V be a
ﬁnite, faithful, irreducible and quasi-primitive G-module over a ﬁeld of odd characteristic, then either
G  Γ (V ) or G has at least two regular orbits on V . As an application of this theorem, Espuelas [3]
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reducible G-module over a ﬁeld of odd characteristic, then G has at least two regular orbits on V ⊕ V .
Dolﬁ [1, Theorem 3.1] extended this to the case where V is over a ﬁeld of characteristic 2.
In [4], Espuelas showed the following. Let G be a solvable group of odd order and V be a faithful
and completely reducible G-module over a ﬁeld of odd characteristic, assume that V is endowed with
a non-singular symplectic form ﬁxed by G , then G has at least two regular orbits on V .
Espuelas and Navarro [6] proved the following result. Let G be a group of odd order and let H
be a Hall π -subgroup of G . Let V be a faithful G-module, over possibly different ﬁnite ﬁelds of odd
π -characteristic and assume that V Oπ (G) is completely reducible, then there exists v ∈ V such that
CH (v) ⊆ Oπ (G).
All of the results in the previous paragraphs can be extended to the situation when H is an odd-
order subgroup of a solvable group G where G acts faithfully and completely reducibly on V . We
prove the following results.
Theorem 1.1. Let G be a solvable group and let V be a ﬁnite, faithful and quasi-primitive G-module over a
ﬁeld of odd characteristic. Let H be an odd-order subgroup of G. Then either G  Γ (V ) or H has at least two
regular orbits on V .
Theorem 1.2. Suppose that G is a ﬁnite solvable group and V is a ﬁnite, faithful and completely reducible
G-module. Let H be an odd-order subgroup of G, then H has at least 2 regular orbits on V ⊕ V . Suppose in
addition that |V | is odd, then there exists v ∈ V in a regular orbit of F(G) ∩ H such that CH (v) ⊆ F2(G).
Theorem 1.3. Let G be a ﬁnite solvable group and V be a faithful and completely reducible G-module over a
ﬁeld of odd characteristic, assume that V is endowed with a non-singular symplectic form ﬁxed by G. Let H be
an odd-order subgroup of G, then H has at least two regular orbits on V .
Theorem 1.4. Let G be a solvable group and let H be an odd-order Hall π -subgroup of G. Let V be a faithful
G-module, over possibly different ﬁnite ﬁelds of odd π -characteristic and assume that V Oπ (G) is completely
reducible, then there exists v ∈ V such that CH (v) ⊆ Oπ (G).
The orbit theorems of this kind turn out to be useful when dealing with problems about character
degrees or conjugacy class sizes. We provide some applications of these orbit theorems at the end of
the paper.
2. Notation and lemmas
Notation:
(1) Let G be a ﬁnite group, let S be a subset of G and let π be a set of different primes. For each
prime p, we denote SPp(S) = {〈x〉 | o(x) = p, x ∈ S} and EPp(S) = {x | o(x) = p, x ∈ S}. We de-
note SP(S) = ⋃p primes SPp(S), SPπ (S) = ⋃p∈π SPp(S), EP(S) = ⋃p primes EPp(S) and EPπ (S) =⋃
p∈π EPp(S). We denote NEP(S) = |EP(S)|, NEPp(S) = |EPp(S)| and NEPπ (S) = |EPπ (S)|.
(2) Let n be an even integer, q a power of a prime. Let V be a symplectic vector space of dimension
n of Fq . We use SCRSp(n,q) or SCRSp(V ) to denote the set of all solvable completely reducible
subgroups of Sp(V ). We use SIRSp(n,q) or SIRSp(V ) to denote the set of all solvable irreducible
subgroups of Sp(V ).
(3) Let V be a ﬁnite vector space and let G ⊆ GL(V ). We deﬁne PC(G, V , p, i) = {x | x ∈ EPp(G) and
dim(CV (x)) = i} and NPC(G, V , p, i) = |PC(G, V , p, i)|. We will drop V in the notation when it is
clear in the context.
(4) If V is a ﬁnite vector space of dimension n over GF(q), where q is a prime power, we denote by
Γ (qn) = Γ (V ) the semilinear group of V , i.e.,
Γ
(
qn
)= {x → axσ ∣∣ x ∈ GF(qn), a ∈ GF(qn)×, σ ∈ Gal(GF(qn)/GF(q))},
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Γ0
(
qn
)= {x → ax ∣∣ x ∈ GF(qn), a ∈ GF(qn)×}.
(5) We use F(G) to denote the Fitting subgroup of G . Let F0(G)  F1(G)  F2(G)  · · ·  Fn(G) = G
denote the ascending Fitting series, i.e. F0(G) = 1, F1(G) = F(G) and Fi+1(G)/Fi(G) = F(G/Fi(G)).
Fi(G) is the ith ascending Fitting subgroup of G .
(6) We use H 
 S to denote the wreath product of H with S where H is a group and S is a permuta-
tion group.
(7) Let G be a ﬁnite group and denote by b(G) = max{ψ(1) | ψ ∈ Irr(G)} the largest degree of an
irreducible character of G .
(8) Let G be a ﬁnite group and K  L be normal subgroups of G . Let H be a subgroup of G and we
denote πL/K (H) to be the image of H ∩ L on L/K .
Deﬁnition 2.1. Suppose that a ﬁnite solvable group G acts faithfully, irreducibly and quasi-primitively
on a ﬁnite vector space V . Let F(G) be the Fitting subgroup of G and F(G) =∏i P i , i = 1, . . . ,m where
Pi are normal pi-subgroups of G for different primes pi . Let Zi = Ω1(Z(Pi)). We deﬁne
Ei =
{
Ω1(Pi) if pi is odd;
[Pi,G, . . . ,G] if pi = 2 and [Pi,G, . . . ,G] = 1;
Zi otherwise.
By proper reordering we may assume that Ei = Zi for i = 1, . . . , s, 0  s  m and Ei = Zi for i =
s + 1, . . . ,m. We deﬁne E =∏si=1 Ei , Z =∏si=1 Zi and we deﬁne E¯ i = Ei/Zi , E¯ = E/Z . Furthermore,
we deﬁne ei = √|Ei/Zi | for i = 1, . . . , s and e = √|E/Z |.
Theorem 2.2. Suppose that a ﬁnite solvable group G acts faithfully, irreducibly and quasi-primitively on an
n-dimensional ﬁnite vector space V over ﬁnite ﬁeld F of characteristic r. We use the notation in Deﬁnition 2.1.
Then every normal abelian subgroup of G is cyclic and G has normal subgroups Z  U  F  A  G such
that:
(1) F = EU is a central product where Z = E ∩ U = Z(E) and CG(F ) F ;
(2) F/U ∼= E/Z is a direct sum of completely reducible G/F -modules;
(3) Ei is an extraspecial pi-group for i = 1, . . . , s and ei = pnii for some ni  1. Furthermore, (ei, e j) = 1
when i = j and e = e1 · · · es divides n, also gcd(r, e) = 1;
(4) A = CG(U ) and G/A  Aut(U ), A/F acts faithfully on E/Z ;
(5) A/CA(Ei/Zi) Sp(2ni, pi);
(6) U is cyclic and acts ﬁxed point freely on W where W is an irreducible submodule of VU ;
(7) |V | = |W |eb for some integer b and |G : A| | dim(W );
(8) G/A is cyclic.
Proof. This follows from [15, Theorem 2.2]. The fact that G/A is cyclic is proved there although it is
not explicitly stated. 
Lemma 2.3. Suppose that a ﬁnite solvable group G acts faithfully, irreducibly and quasi-primitively on a ﬁnite
vector space V . Using the notation in Theorem 2.2, we have |G| | dim(W ) · |A/F | · e2 · (|W | − 1).
Proof. By Theorem 2.2, |G| = |G/A||A/F ||F | and |F | = |E/Z ||U |. Since |G/A| | dim(W ), |E/Z | = e2
and |U | | (|W | − 1), we have |G| | dim(W ) · |A/F | · e2 · (|W | − 1). 
Lemma 2.4. Suppose that a ﬁnite solvable group G acts faithfully and quasi-primitively on a ﬁnite vector space
V over the ﬁeld F. Let g ∈ EPs(G) where s is a prime and we use the notation in Theorem 2.2.
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(2) If g ∈ A\F then |CV (g)| |W | 34 eb.
(3) If g ∈ A\F , s 3 and s  |E|, then |CV (g)| |W | 12 eb.
(4) If g ∈ G\A then |CV (g)| |W | 1s eb .
Proof. (1) is a slightly improvement of [14, Lemma 2.4(1)], the proof is similar to [14, Lemma 2.4(3)].
(2) and (3) follow from [14, Lemma 2.4(2) and (3)] respectively. Let K be the algebraic closure of F,
then W ⊗F K = W1 ⊕W2 ⊕· · ·⊕Wm , where the Wi are Galois conjugate, non-isomorphic irreducible
U -modules. In particular, each Wi is faithful, dimK Wi = 1. Clearly NG(Wi)  CG(U ) for each i. Fur-
thermore, [NG(Wi),U ] CU (Wi) since U is normal. Thus NG(Wi) = CG(U ) = A. It follows that G/A
permutes the set {W1, . . . ,Wm} in orbits of length |G : A| and thus |G : A| | dim(W ). Since G/A per-
mutes the Wi ﬁxed point freely, for all g ∈ G\A of order s where s is a prime, |CV (g)| = |W | 1s eb . This
proves (4). 
Lemma 2.5. Let G be a ﬁnite solvable group and V be a ﬁnite, faithful irreducible FG-module with dimension∏
pnii where pi are different primes. F is algebraically closed and char(F) = s where (s,
∏
pi) = 1, E is a
direct product of normal extraspecial subgroups Ei ’s of G and |Ei | = p2ni+1i . Deﬁne Zi = Z(Ei) and Z =
∏
Zi .
Consider x ∈ G, x is of prime order different than the characteristic of V and x acts trivially on Z . In [9] Isaacs
deﬁned good element. Let C/Z = CE/Z (x), in our situation, x is a good element if [x,C] = 1. We call an element
bad if it is not good. We have the following:
(1) If x is a good element, then we have that the Brauer character of x on V , say χ(x) is then such that
|χ(x)|2 = |CE/Z (x)|.
(2) If x is a bad element, then χ(x) = 0.
Proof. By [9, Theorem 3.5]. 
Lemma 2.6. Suppose that a ﬁnite solvable group G acts faithfully, irreducibly and quasi-primitively on a ﬁnite
vector space V over a ﬁeld F. Using the notation in Theorem 2.2, let x ∈ EPs(A\F ) where s is a prime and
(s, charF) = 1. Let C/Z = CE/Z (x), following Isaacs [9], we say x is a good element if [x,C] = 1, we say x is a
bad element if it is not good.
(1) Assume x is a bad element and let β = e/s, then |CV (x)| |W |βb.
(2) Assume x is a good element and |CE/Z (x)| a, let
β =
⌊
1
s
(
e + (s − 1)a1/2)⌋
then |CV (x)| |W |βb.
(3) Assume b = 1 and |W | is a prime, then dimF(CV (x)) = 1s
∑
y∈〈x〉 χ(y).
Proof. Note that char(F)  |〈x〉E|. Let K be a splitting ﬁeld for 〈x〉E which is a ﬁnite extension of F
and set VK = V ⊗F K. Since dimK(CVK (x)) = dimF(CV (x)), we may consider VK instead of V . Let
0 = V0 ⊂ V1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Vl = VK be an 〈x〉E-composition series for VK with quotient V j = V j/V j−1 for
j = 1, . . . , l. Thus each V j is an absolutely irreducible 〈x〉E module. Since VK is obtained by ten-
soring a quasi-primitive module up to a splitting ﬁeld, VK|Z is a direct sum of Galois conjugate
irreducible modules, Z is faithful on every irreducible summand of VK|Z . By the Jordan–Holder The-
orem, these are the only irreducibles that can occur in V j |Z and thus Z acts faithfully on V j . Since
all nontrivial normal subgroups of 〈x〉E have nontrivial intersections with Z , 〈x〉E is faithful on V j .
Since x centralizes Z , V j is also an irreducible E module. Thus we know that dim V j =∏ pini = e
and Lemma 2.5 can be applied on 〈x〉E and V j . We let χ j be the Brauer character of V j . If x
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dimK(CV j (x)) = 1s
∑
y∈〈x〉 χ j(y) = 1s
∏
pini = es . If x is a good element, then all the nontrivial elements
y ∈ 〈x〉 are good elements and |χ j(y)|2 = |CE/Z (y)|  a and thus |χ j(y)|  a1/2. dimK(CV j (x)) =
1
s
∑
y∈〈x〉 χ j(y)   1s
∑
y∈〈x〉 |χ j(y)|   1s (e + (s − 1)a1/2). Since dimK(CVK (x)) 
∑
j dimK(CV j (x)),
(1) and (2) hold.
If b = 1 and |W | is a prime, dimF V = dimK VK = e. Thus VK = V0 and (3) is clear. 
Lemma 2.7. Suppose that G  Γ (V ) and let G ∩ Γ0(V ) = U . Assume x ∈ G\U and o(x) = r where r is a
prime, then |CV (x)| |V |1/r .
Proof. We may write x = σa where σ ∈ Gal(GF(pn) : GF(p)), o(σ ) = r and a ∈ U . Suppose that v0 is
a nonzero ﬁxed point of x, then vx0 = v0 and this implies that vp
n/r
0 a = v0. If vx = v then vp
n/r
a = v
and we have that (vv−10 )p
n/r−1 = 1. Thus |CV (x)| |V |1/r . 
Lemma 2.8. Assume G satisﬁes Theorem 2.2 and we adopt the notation in it. Let p be a prime and x ∈
EPp(A\F ) and assume |CE/Z (x)| =∏i pimi . Deﬁne |U |p˜ = gcd(|U |, p). We have the following:
(1) NEPp(A\F ) NEPp(A/F )|F |.
(2) NEPp(A\F ) NEPp(A/F )|F |∏
pi =p pi
.
(3) NEPp(xF )
∏
i Mi · |U |p˜ where
Mi =
⎧⎨
⎩
pi2ni if p = pi = 2;
pi2ni−mi if p = pi;
2mi if p = pi = 2.
Proof. (1) and (2) follow from [14, Lemma 2.7]. By the proof of [14, Lemma 2.7(3)], we know that
NEPp(xF/U ) Mi . Let α ∈ A and o(α) = p, we consider NEPp(αU ). Since U ⊆ Z(A), NEPp(αU ) |U |p˜
and (3) follows. 
Lemma 2.9. Let V be a symplectic vector space of dimension n with base ﬁeld F and G ∈ SIRSp(n,F). Assume
that the action is not quasi-primitive and N  G is maximal such that VN is not homogeneous. Let VN = V1 ⊕
· · · ⊕ Vt where V i ’s are the homogeneous N-modules and clearly t  2. Then either all V i are non-singular or
all are totally isotropic. In the ﬁrst case, dim(Vi) is even, G  H 
 S as linear groups where H ∈ SIRSp(V1). In
the second case t = 2, V2 is isomorphic to V ∗1 as an N-module, and we say that VN is a pair.
Proof. This is [14, Lemma 2.9]. 
Lemma 2.10. Let V be a symplectic vector space of dimension 2n with base ﬁeld F and G ∈ SIRSp(2n,F),
|F| = p where p is a prime. Suppose G acts irreducibly and quasi-primitively on V and we adopt the notation
in Theorem 2.2. Assume e = 1, then we have the following:
(1) G  Γ (p2n). G/U is cyclic and |G/U | | 2n.
(2) U  Γ0(p2n) and |U | | pn + 1.
Proof. By [13, Proposition 3.1(1)], G may be identiﬁed with a subgroup of the semidirect product of
GF(p2n)× by Gal(GF(p2n) : GF(p)) acting in a natural manner on GF(p2n)+ . Also G ∩ GF(p2n)× = U
and |G ∩ GF(p2n)×| | pn + 1. Clearly G/U is cyclic of order dividing 2n. Now (1) and (2) hold. 
Lemma 2.11. Let V be a ﬁnite, faithful irreducible G-module and G is solvable. Suppose that V is a vector
space of dimension n over the ﬁeld F. Let (n,F) = (4,F2), then |G|2′  15.
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(1) G  S3 
 S2, |G| | 72 and thus |G|2′  9.
(2) V is quasi-primitive and e = 1. Thus G  Γ (24), |G| | 60 and |G|2′  15.
Assume V is reducible, then G  S3 × S3 and thus |G|2′  9. 
Lemma 2.12. Let n be an even integer and V be a symplectic vector space of dimension n of ﬁeld F. Let
G ∈ SCRSp(n,F).
(1) Let (n,F) = (2,F2), then G  S3 , |G| | 6, NEP2(G) 3 and NEP3(G) 2.
(2) Let (n,F) = (4,F2), then |G|2′  9.
(3) Let (n,F) = (6,F2), then |G|2′  81.
(4) Let (n,F) = (8,F2), then |G|2′  243.
(5) Let (n,F) = (2,F3), then G  SL(2,3).
(6) Let (n,F) = (4,F3) and let H be an odd-order subgroup of G, then |H| 9, NEP3(H) 8, NEP5(H) 4,
NEP{3,5}′ (H) = 0, NPC(H,3,2) 4 and NPC(H,3,3) 4.
Proof. If V is not irreducible, we may choose an irreducible submodule W of V of smallest possible
dimension and set dim(W ) =m. Since the form ( , ) is G-invariant, the subspace {v ∈ W | (v, v ′) = 0
for all v ′ ∈ W } is a submodule of W and the form ( , ) is either totally isotropic or non-singular on W .
If the form ( , ) is totally isotropic on W , then set W⊥ = {v ∈ V | (v,w) = 0 for all w ∈ W }. For v ∈ V ,
we consider the map f v ∈ W ∗ := HomF(W ,F), deﬁned by f v(w) = (v,w), w ∈ W . Then v → f v ,
v ∈ V , induces a G-isomorphism between V /W⊥ and the dual space W ∗ . Since V is completely
reducible, we may ﬁnd an irreducible G-submodule U ∼= W ∗ such that the form is non-singular on
X = W ⊕U . If the form ( , ) is totally isotropic on W and n > 2m, then V = X ⊕ X⊥ where X⊥ is not
trivial. If the form ( , ) is non-singular on W , then V = W ⊕ W⊥ where W⊥ is not trivial. In both
cases we may view G  SCRSp(V1)× SCRSp(V2) as linear groups where dim(V1), dim(V2) < n. If the
form ( , ) is totally isotropic on W and n = 2m, then V = W ⊕ U and the action of G on V is a pair.
We use this classiﬁcation repeatedly in the following arguments.
We prove these different cases one by one.
(1) Let (n,F) = (2,F2) and the result is clear.
(2) Let (n,F) = (4,F2) Assume V is irreducible, then G satisﬁes one of the following:
(a) G  S3 
 S2. |G| | 72 and |G|2′  9.
(b) V is quasi-primitive and e = 1. |G| | 20 by Lemma 2.10 and |G|2′  5.
Assume V is reducible, then G  S3 × S3 and thus |G|2′  9. Hence the result holds in all cases.
(3) Let (n,F) = (6,F2). Assume V is irreducible, then G satisﬁes one of the following:
(a) t = 2 and dim(V1) = 3, the action of N on V must be a pair by Lemma 2.9. Thus |G|2′  21.
(b) G  S3 
 S3 and |G|2′  81.
(c) V is quasi-primitive and e = 1. |G| | 54 by Lemma 2.10 and |G|2′  27.
(d) V is quasi-primitive and e = 3, then A/F  SL(2,3) and |A/F | | 24, |W |  22, dim(W )  2
and |G| | 2 · 24 · 33 by Lemma 2.3. Thus |G|2′  81.
Assume V is reducible, then G satisﬁes one of the following:
(a) G  GL(3,2) × GL(3,2) and the action of G on V is a pair. Thus |G|2′  21.
(b) G ∈ SCRSp(2,2) × SCRSp(4,2) and |G|2′  27 by (1) and (2).
Hence the result holds in all cases.
(4) Let (n,F) = (8,F2). Assume V is irreducible and not quasi-primitive, then G satisﬁes one of the
following:
(a) G  H 
 S2 where H is an irreducible subgroup of GL(4,2), |G|2′  152 by Lemma 2.11.
(b) G  S3 
 S4 and thus |G|2′  35.
Assume V is irreducible and quasi-primitive. Since 2  e | 8, e = 1. By Lemma 2.10, |G| | (24 + 1) ·
8= 17 · 8 and |G|2′  17.
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(a) G  GL(4,2) × GL(4,2) and the action of G on V is a pair. Thus |G|2′  15 by Lemma 2.11.
(b) G ∈ SCRSp(4,2) × SCRSp(4,2) and thus |G|2′  34 by (2).
(c) G ∈ SCRSp(2,2) × SCRSp(6,2) and thus |G|2′  35 by (1) and (3).
Hence the result holds in all cases.
(5) Let (n,F) = (2,F3) and the result is clear.
(6) Let (n,F) = (4,F3). It is well known that a maximal subgroup of Sp(4,3) is isomorphic to one
of the ﬁve groups M1, M2, M3, M4 and M5, where M1 = SL(2,3) 
 S2, |M2| = |M3| = 24 · 34,
|O 3(M2)| = |O 3(M3)| = 33, M4 = 2.S6 and M5 = (D8  Q 8).A5. If G  M1, then H  SL(2,3) ×
SL(2,3) and the result is clear. If G is a subgroup of M2 or M3, then clearly |G| | 48 and |G|2′ | 3.
If G is a subgroup of M4, it is not hard to show [2, Lemma 3.2] that |G| | 96 or |G| | 40, thus
|G|2′ | 3 or |G|2′ | 5. If G is a subgroup of M5, then G  (D8  Q 8).L where L is S3, A4 or F10,
thus |G|2′ | 3 or |G|2′ | 5. Hence the result holds in all cases. 
Proposition 2.13. Let G be a solvable primitive subgroup of GL(n, p), p a prime number, n a positive integer,
and let V be the natural module for G. Then G has at least p regular orbits on V ⊕ V , unless G is one of the
following groups:
(1) GL(2,2);
(2) SL(2,3) or GL(2,3);
(3) 31+2.SL(2,3) or 31+2.GL(2,3) GL(6,2);
(4) (Q 8  Q 8).K  GL(4,3) where K is isomorphic to a subgroup of index 1, 2 or 4 of O+(4,2).
Proof. This is [2, Theorem 3.4]. 
Proposition 2.14. Assume that V is not quasi-primitive, then there exists a normal subgroup N of G such
that VN = V1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Vm for m > 1 homogeneous components V i of VN . If N is maximal with this property,
then S = G/N primitively permutes the Ω = {V1, . . . , Vm}. Also V = V G1 is induced from NG(V1). Let L1 =
NG(V1)/CG(V1), then L1 acts faithfully and irreducibly on V1 and G is isomorphic to a subgroup of L1 
 S. Let
H be an odd-order subgroup of G and let H1 = NH (V1)/CH (V1). Suppose that H1 has at least two orbits of
elements with representatives v1,u1 ∈ V1 such that CH1 (v1),CH1 (u1) ⊆ Fn(L1) for some n  0. Then H has
at least two orbits of elements with representatives v,u ∈ V such that CH (v),CH (u) ⊆ Fn(G).
Proof. S = G/N is a primitive permutation group and KN/N is an odd-order subgroup of S . It follows
from [10, Theorem 5.6] that KN/N has a strongly regular orbit on P(Ω) where P(Ω) is the power
set of Ω (strongly regular orbit means the orbit is regular and for each element β in the orbit,
|β| = |Ω|/2). The rest of the argument is routine (see the proof of [12, Theorem 4.2]). 
3. Main theorems
The orbit structure of quasi-primitive solvable linear groups is useful in the study of solvable linear
groups. In [3], the following result was obtained. Let G be a solvable group of odd order and let V be
a ﬁnite, faithful, irreducible and quasi-primitive G-module over a ﬁeld of odd characteristic, assume
F(G) is nonabelian, then G has at least two regular orbits on V . In this paper we generalize this
result.
Theorem 3.1. Let G be a solvable group and let V be a ﬁnite, faithful and quasi-primitive G-module over a
ﬁeld of odd characteristic. Let H be an odd-order subgroup of G. Then either G  Γ (V ) or H has at least two
regular orbits on V .
Proof. We adopt the notation in Theorem 2.2. Assume G  Γ (V ), then e = 1 by [10, Corollary 2.3].
By [14, Theorem 3.1] and [15, Theorem 3.1], we may assume e = 2,3,4,8,9,16.
Assume v generates a regular orbit of H . Since |H| is odd and |V | is odd, we know that −v will
generate a different regular orbit of H . Thus it suﬃces to show that H has at least one regular orbit
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∣∣∣∣ ⋃
P∈SP(H)
CV (P )
#
∣∣∣∣< ∣∣V #∣∣.
We will divide the set SP(H) into a union of sets Ai , it is clear that |⋃P∈SP(H) CV (P )#| ∑
i |
⋃
P∈Ai CV (P )
#|. We will ﬁnd βi such that |CV (P )|  |W |βib for all P ∈ Ai and ﬁnd ai such that
|Ai | ai . Now it suﬃces to check that
∑
i
ai ·
(|W |βib − 1)/(|W |eb − 1)< 1.
We call this inequality 
. Since for all P ∈ SP(U ) we have |CV (P )#| = 0, we do not need to count the
elements in H ∩ U .
Let e = 16. Deﬁne A1 = {〈x〉 | x ∈ EPs(H ∩ A) for all primes s  3}. Thus for all P ∈ A1, |CV (P )| 
|W |8b by Lemma 2.4(1), (3) and we set β1 = 8. |A1| |πA/F (H)||H ∩ F |/2 243 · (|W | − 1)/2/2 = a1
by Lemma 2.12(4). Deﬁne A2 = {〈x〉 | x ∈ EPs(H ∩ (G\A)) for all primes s  3}. Thus for all P ∈ A2,
|CV (P )|  |W | 163 b by Lemma 2.4(4) and we set β2 = 16/3. |A2|  |H|/2  dim(W ) · 243 · (|W | −
1)/2/2 = a2 by Lemma 2.12(4). It is routine to check that 
 is satisﬁed.
Let e = 9. Since 3 | |W | − 1 and |W | is odd, |W | 7.
Deﬁne A1 = {〈x〉 | x ∈ EP3(H ∩ (F\U ))}. Thus for all P ∈ A1, |CV (P )| |W |4.5b by Lemma 2.4(1) and
we set β1 = 4.5. |A1| |H ∩ F |/2 34 · (|W |−1)/2/2= a1. Deﬁne A2 = {〈x〉 | x ∈ EP(H ∩ (A\F ))}. Thus
for all P ∈ A2, |CV (P )| |W |6b by Lemma 2.4(2) and we set β2 = 6. |A2| 12 ·34 · (|W |−1)/2/2 = a2
by Lemmas 2.12(6) and 2.8(2). Deﬁne A3 = {〈x〉 | x ∈ EPs(H ∩ (G\A)) for all primes s 3}. Thus for all
P ∈ A3, |CV (P )| |W |3b by Lemma 2.4(4) and we set β3 = 3. |A3| |H|/2 dim(W ) · 9 · 34 · (|W | −
1)/2/2 = a3 by Lemma 2.12(6). Suppose b > 1 or |W | 19, it is routine to check that 
 is satisﬁed.
Thus we assume b = 1 and |W | = 13 or |W | = 7. Since dim(W ) = 1, |G/A| = 1.
Deﬁne A1 = {〈x〉 | x ∈ EP3(H ∩ (F\U ))}. Thus for all P ∈ A1, |CV (P )| |W |4.5 by Lemma 2.4(1) and
we set β1 = 4.5. |A1|  |H ∩ F |/2  34 · (|W | − 1)/2/2 = a1. By Lemma 2.12(6), all the elements of
prime order in H ∩ (A\F ) are of order 3 or 5. Deﬁne A2 = {〈x〉 | x ∈ EP3(H ∩ (A\F )) and |CV (x)| 
|W |5}. Thus we set β2 = 5 and |A2| |NEP3(πA/F (H))||H ∩ F |3/2 8 ·34 ·3/2 = a2 by Lemma 2.12(6).
Deﬁne A3 = {〈x〉 | x ∈ EP3(H ∩ (A\F )) and |CV (x)| > |W |5}. Let x ∈ EP3(H ∩ (A\F )). If x is a bad
element, then |CV (x)| |W |3 by Lemma 2.6(1). If x is a good element and |CE¯ (x)| 32, then |CV (x)|
|W | 13 (9+2·3) = |W |5 by Lemma 2.6(2). Thus for all 1 = x ∈ P ∈ A3, x is a good element, |CE¯(x)| =
|χ(x)|2 = 33 and |W |6  |CV (x)| = |W | 13 (9+χ(x)+χ(x))  |W | 13 (9+2·3·
√
3) = |W |6 by Lemma 2.6(2),
(3) and we set β3 = 6. Since |χ(x)| = 3 ·
√
3 and χ(x) + χ(x) = 9, we know that χ(x) = 92 ± 3
√
3
2 i.
We may choose an element z ∈ U , o(z) = 3 such that χ(xz) = − 92 ± 3
√
3
2 i and χ(xz
2) = ∓3√3i. Now
we have |CV (xz)| 1, |CV (xz2)| |W |3 and thus |A3| NPC(πA/F (H), E¯,3,3) · |F/U | · |H ∩ 〈z〉|/|H ∩
〈z〉|/2  4 · 34/2 = a3 by Lemma 2.12(6). Deﬁne A4 = {〈x〉 | x ∈ EP5(H ∩ (A\F ))}. Thus for all P ∈ A4,
|CV (P )|  |W |4 by Lemma 2.4(3) and we set β4 = 4. |A4|  4 · 34 · 5/4 = a4 by Lemma 2.12(6). It is
routine to check that 
 is satisﬁed.
Let e = 8. Deﬁne A1 = {〈x〉 | x ∈ EPs(H ∩ A) for all primes s  3}. Thus for all P ∈ A1, |CV (P )| 
|W |4b by Lemma 2.4(1), (3) and we set β1 = 4. |A1| |πA/F (H)||H ∩ F |/2 81 · (|W | − 1)/2/2 = a1
by Lemma 2.12(3). Deﬁne A2 = {〈x〉 | x ∈ EPs(H ∩ (G\A)) for all primes s  3}. Thus for all P ∈ A2,
|CV (P )| |W | 83 b by Lemma 2.4(4) and we set β2 = 8/3. |A2| |H|/2 dim(W ) · 81 · (|W |− 1)/2/2 =
a2 by Lemma 2.12(3). It is routine to check that 
 is satisﬁed.
Let e = 4. Deﬁne A1 = {〈x〉 | x ∈ EPs(H ∩ A) for all primes s  3}. Thus for all P ∈ A1, |CV (P )| 
|W |2b by Lemma 2.4(1), (3) and we set β1 = 2. |A1|  |πA/F (H)||H ∩ F |/2  9 · (|W | − 1)/2/2 = a1
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|CV (P )| |W | 43 b by Lemma 2.4(4) and we set β2 = 4/3. |A2| |H|/2 dim(W ) ·9 ·(|W |−1)/2/2= a2
by Lemma 2.12(2). It is routine to check that 
 is satisﬁed.
Let e = 3. Since 3 | |W | − 1 and |W | is odd, |W | 7.
Deﬁne A1 = {〈x〉 | x ∈ EP3(H ∩ (F\U ))}. Thus for all P ∈ A1, |CV (P )| |W |b by Lemma 2.4(1) and
we set β1 = 1. |A1|  32 · 3/2 = a1. Deﬁne A2 = {〈x〉 | x ∈ EP3(H ∩ (A\F ))}. Thus for all P ∈ A2,
|CV (P )|  |W |2b by Lemma 2.4(2) and we set β2 = 2. |A2|  2 · 32 · 3/2 = a2 by Lemmas 2.12(5)
and 2.8(3). Deﬁne A3 = {〈x〉 | x ∈ EPs(H ∩ (G\A)) for all primes s 3}. Thus for all P ∈ A3, |CV (P )|
|W |b by Lemma 2.4(4) and we set β3 = 1. |A3|  |H|/2  dim(W ) · 3 · 32 · (|W | − 1)/2/2 = a3 by
Lemma 2.12(5). Suppose b > 1 or |W | 31, it is routine to check that 
 is satisﬁed.
Assume b = 1 and |W | = 13 or 19. Since dim(W ) = 1, |G/A| = 1. Deﬁne A1 = {〈x〉 | x ∈
EP3(H ∩ (F\U ))}. Thus for all P ∈ A1, |CV (P )|  |W | by Lemma 2.4(1) and we set β1 = 1. |A1| 
32 · 3/2 = a1. Deﬁne A2 = {〈x〉 | x ∈ EP3(H ∩ A\F ) and |CV (x)|  |W |}. Thus we set β2 = 1 and
|A2|  2 · 32 · 3/2 = a2 by Lemmas 2.12(5) and 2.8(3). Deﬁne A3 = {〈x〉 | x ∈ EP3(H ∩ (A\F )) and
|CV (x)| > |W |}. Let x ∈ EP3(H ∩ (A\F )). If x is a bad element, then |CV (x)|  |W | by Lemma 2.6(1).
Thus for all 1 = x ∈ P ∈ A3, x is a good element, |CE¯(x)| = |χ(x)|2 = 3 and |W |2  |CV (x)| =
|W | 13 (3+χ(x)+χ(x))  |W | 13 (3+2·
√
3) = |W |2 by Lemma 2.6(2), (3) and we set β3 = 2. Since |χ(x)| =√
3 and χ(x) + χ(x) = 3, we know that χ(x) = 32 ±
√
3
2 i. We may choose an element z ∈ U , o(z) = 3
such that χ(xz) = − 32 ±
√
3
2 i and χ(xz
2) = ∓√3i. Now we have |CV (xz)|  1, |CV (xz2)|  |W | and
thus |A3| NEP3(πA/F (H)) · |F/U | · |H ∩〈z〉|/|H ∩〈z〉|/2 2 ·32/2 = a3 by Lemmas 2.12(5) and 2.8(3).
It is routine to check that 
 is satisﬁed.
Assume b = 1 and |W | = 7. Since |G| | 24 ·9 ·6 by Lemma 2.3, |H| | 81. Since |V | = 73, (|H|, |V |) = 1
and H acts completely reducibly on V . Thus we have one of the following:
(1) The action is not irreducible, then it is not hard to check that H has at least two regular orbits
on V .
(2) The action is irreducible and H  Γ (73). It is not hard to show that a 3-subgroup of Γ (73) will
have at least two regular orbits on the V .
(3) The action is irreducible and V = W H for a primitive module W of L where L  Γ (71). Since a
3-subgroup of Γ (71) will have two regular orbits on W , H has at least two regular orbits on V .
Assume b = 1 and |W | = 25. Since |G| | 2 · 24 · 9 · 24 by Lemma 2.3, |H| | 81. Since |V | = 56,
(|H|, |V |) = 1 and H acts completely reducibly on V . Thus we have one of the following:
(1) The action is not irreducible, then it is not hard to check that H has at least two regular orbits
on V .
(2) The action is irreducible and H  Γ (56). It is not hard to show that a 3-subgroup of Γ (56) will
have at least two regular orbits on the V .
(3) The action is irreducible and V = W H for a primitive module W of L where L  Γ (52). Since a
3-subgroup of Γ (52) will have two regular orbits on W , H has at least two regular orbits on V .
Let e = 2. Clearly A/F  S3. Deﬁne A1 = {〈x〉 | x ∈ EP3(H ∩ (A\F ))}. Thus for all P ∈ A1, |CV (P )|
|W |b by Lemma 2.4(3) and we set β1 = 1. |A1|  |NEP3(πA/F (H))| · 3/2  2 · 3/2 = a1 by Lem-
mas 2.12(1) and 2.8(3). Deﬁne A2 = {〈x〉 | x ∈ EPs(H ∩ (G\A)) for all primes s 3}. Thus for all P ∈ A2,
|CV (P )| |W | 23 b by Lemma 2.4(4) and we set β2 = 2/3. |A2| |H|/2 dim(W ) · 3 · (|W | − 1)/2/2 by
Lemma 2.12(1). We set a2 = 0 if dim(W )2′ = 1 and a2 = dim(W ) · 3 · (|W | − 1)/2/2 if dim(W )2′ > 1.
It is routine to check that 
 is satisﬁed. 
The bound of Theorem 3.1 is tight. Let G = GL(2,3) act on V = F23. Then G and V satisfy the
condition of Theorem 3.1. Let H be an odd-order subgroup of G , then |H| = 3 and it is clear that H
has exactly two regular orbits on V .
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V = WG for an irreducible primitive module W of K for some K  G (possibly K = G). Let H be an odd-order
subgroup of G and assume that K/CK (W )  Γ (W ), then H will have at least two regular orbits on V .
Proof. This follows from Theorem 3.1 and Proposition 2.14. 
Moretó and Wolf [12, Theorem 4.2] proved the following result. Suppose that V is a ﬁnite, faithful
and completely reducible G-module with |G||V | odd. Then there exists v ∈ V in a regular orbit of
F(G) such that CG(v) ⊆ F2(G). The following is a generalization of their theorem.
Theorem 3.3. Suppose that G is a ﬁnite solvable group and V is a ﬁnite, faithful and completely reducible
G-module over a ﬁeld of odd characteristic. Let H be an odd-order subgroup of G, then there exists v ∈ V in a
regular orbit of F(G) ∩ H such that CH (v) ⊆ F2(G).
Proof. Assume false and consider a counterexample with |G| + dim(V ) as small as possible.
Suppose that V is not irreducible then V = V1 + V2 where V1, V2 are G-submodules. Let Ci =
CG(Vi) and let Ki/Ci = F2(G/Ci). We can ﬁnd xi, yi ∈ Vi such that xi , yi are in different HCi/Ci
orbits, CH (xi) ⊆ H ∩ Ki and CG(yi) ⊆ H ∩ Ki . Let x = x1 + x2, y = y1 + y2 and we have CH (x),CH (y) ⊆
H ∩ K1 ∩ K2 = H ∩ F2(G). Clearly x and y are not H-conjugate.
We may assume V is irreducible. First assume V is a quasi-primitive G-module. By Theorem 3.1,
either H has two regular orbits on V or G  Γ (V ). The result is clear if H has two regular orbits
on V . If G  Γ (V ), then G = F2(G) and H ∩ F(G) acts ﬁxed point freely on V . Since |V | is odd, there
exist two H-orbits with representatives va, vb ∈ V such that va , vb are in a regular orbit of F(G) ∩ H
and CH (va),CH (vb) ⊆ F2(G). This is a contradiction.
Thus V is not quasi-primitive and there exists a normal subgroup N of G such that VN = V1⊕· · ·⊕
Vm for m > 1 homogeneous components Vi of VN . If N is maximal with this property, then S = G/N
primitively permutes the Vi . Also V = V G1 , induced from NG(V1). Let L1 = NG(V1)/CG(V1), then L1
acts faithfully and irreducibly on V1 and G is isomorphic to a subgroup of L1 
 S . By minimality, H1 :=
NH (V1)CG(V1)/CG(V1) has at least two orbits of elements with representatives v1,u1 ∈ V1 such that
v1,u1 are in a regular orbit of F(L1) ∩ H1 and CH1 (v1),CH1 (u1) ⊆ F2(L1). By Proposition 2.14, there
exist two H-orbits with representatives va, vb ∈ V such that va , vb are in a regular orbit of F(G) ∩ H
and CH (va),CH (vb) ⊆ F2(G). Final contradiction. 
Dolﬁ [1, Theorem 1.3] proved the following result. Let G be a solvable group of odd order and
V a ﬁnite, faithful and completely reducible G-module. Then there exist v,w ∈ V such that CG(v) ∩
CG(w) = 1. The following is a generalization of this theorem.
Theorem 3.4. Suppose that G is a ﬁnite solvable group and V is a ﬁnite, faithful and completely reducible
G-module. Let H be an odd-order subgroup of G, then H has at least two regular orbits on V ⊕ V .
Proof. Assume false and consider a counterexample with |G| + dim(V ) as small as possible.
Suppose that V is not irreducible then V = V1 + V2 where V1, V2 are G-submodules. Let Ci =
CG(Vi) where i = 1,2. HCi/Ci has two regular orbits on Vi ⊕ Vi by minimality and clearly H has two
regular orbits on V ⊕ V . This is a contradiction.
Assume V is not primitive. We hence assume that there exists a proper subgroup L1 of G and
an irreducible L1-submodule V1 of V such that V = V1G . Then, clearly, V ⊕ V = (V1 ⊕ V1)G . We
may choose L1 to be a maximal subgroup of G . In particular, S ∼= G/N is a primitive permutation
group on a right transversal Ω of L1 in G , where N is the normal core of L1 in G . Let VN = V1 ⊕
· · · ⊕ Vt , where the Vi ’s are irreducible Li-modules where Li = NG(Vi) and t > 1. We know G/N
primitively permutes the Ω = {V1, . . . , Vt}. Since HN/N permutes the Ω = {V1, . . . , Vt}, we can take
the representatives of each orbits as Ω1 = {V11, . . . , Vs1}. Let Hk1 = NH (Vk1)CG(Vk1)/CG(Vk1) for all
1 k s. By minimality, Hk1 has at least two regular orbits on Vk1 ⊕ Vk1. Thus we know that H has
at least two regular orbits on V ⊕ V by Proposition 2.14.
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one of the following:
(1) GL(2,2), then the odd-order subgroup of G will have at least 5 regular orbits on V ⊕ V by direct
calculation.
(2) SL(2,3) or GL(2,3). Thus e = 2 and p = 3. By Theorem 3.1, the odd-order subgroup of G will
have at least two regular orbits on V and at least 2|V | = 18 regular orbits on V ⊕ V .
(3) 31+2.SL(2,3) or 31+2.GL(2,3)  GL(6,2). Let H be an odd-order subgroup of G , then since
(|H|, |V |) = 1, H acts completely reducible on V and H has at least two regular orbits on V ⊕ V
by [1, Theorem 3.1].
(4) (Q 8  Q 8).K  GL(4,3) where K is isomorphic to a subgroup of index 1, 2 or 4 of O+(4,2). Thus
e = 4 and p = 3. By Theorem 3.1, the odd-order subgroup of G will have at least two regular
orbits on V and at least 2|V | = 162 regular orbits on V ⊕ V .
Final contradiction. 
The bound of Theorem 3.4 is tight. Let G = Γ (23) act on V = F32. |G| = 21 and G has exactly two
regular orbits on V ⊕ V .
Corollary 3.5. Suppose that G is a ﬁnite solvable group and V is a faithful and completely reducible G-module
(possibly of mixed characteristic). Let H be an odd-order subgroup of G, then there exists v ∈ V such that
|CH (v)|√|H|.
Proof. By Theorem 3.4, there is an element (v,u) ∈ V ⊕ V such that CH ((v,u)) = CH (v)∩ CH (u) = 1.
Since |CH (v)| · |CH (u)| = |CH (v)|·|CH (u)||CH (v)∩CH (u)| = |CH (v)CH (u)| |H|, it follows that, either |CH (v)|
√|H| or
|CH (u)|√|H|. 
In [4], Espuelas shows the following. Let G be a solvable group of odd order and V be a faithful
and completely reducible G-module with odd characteristic, assume that V is endowed with a non-
singular symplectic form ﬁxed by G , then V contains at least two regular orbits of G . The following
is a generalization of this theorem.
Theorem 3.6. Let G be a ﬁnite solvable group and V be a faithful and completely reducible G-module over a
ﬁnite ﬁeld F of odd characteristic, assume that V is endowed with a non-singular symplectic form ﬁxed by G.
Let H be an odd-order subgroup of G, then H has at least two regular orbits on V .
Proof. Assume false and consider a counterexample with |G| + dim(V ) as small as possible.
Let W be an irreducible G-submodule of V . Since the form ( , ) is G-invariant, the subspace
{v ∈ W | (v, v ′) = 0 for all v ′ ∈ W } is a submodule of W and the form ( , ) is either totally isotropic
or non-singular on W . Deﬁne W⊥ = {v ∈ V | (v,w) = 0 for all w ∈ W }. If the form ( , ) is non-
singular on W , then V = W ⊕ W⊥ . If the form ( , ) is totally isotropic on W , then for v ∈ V ,
we consider the map f v ∈ W ∗ := HomF(W ,F), deﬁned by f v(w) = (v,w), w ∈ W . Then v → f v ,
v ∈ V , induces a G-isomorphism between V /W⊥ and the dual space W ∗ . Since V is completely
reducible, we may ﬁnd an irreducible G-submodule U ∼= W ∗ such that the form is non-singular on
X = W ⊕ U . Now X⊥ ∩ X = 0 and therefore V = X ⊕ X⊥ . Repeating this argument we arrive at
V = W1 ⊥ · · · ⊥ Wt , where each Wi is either G-irreducible or the sum of an irreducible G-module
and its dual. If t > 1, then H has at least two regular orbits on V by minimality. Suppose that V is
the sum of an irreducible G-module and its dual, i.e. V = W ⊕ W ∗ . The action of G on W is faithful
by [2, Lemma 2.3] and the action of G on W ⊕ W ∗ is orbit isomorphic to the action of G on W ⊕ W
by [8, Lemma 3.33]. By Theorem 3.4, H will have at least two regular orbits on V = W ⊕ W ∗ . Thus
we may assume V is G-irreducible.
Suppose the V is not quasi-primitive and that N G is maximal such that VN is not homogeneous.
By [10, Proposition 0.2], S = G/N faithfully and primitively permutes the homogeneous components
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invariant, the subspace {v ∈ V1 | (v, v ′) = 0 for all v ′ ∈ V1} is an I-submodule of V1 and the form ( , )
is either totally isotropic or non-singular on V1. Since G transitively permutes the Vi , the G-invariant
form ( , ) is simultaneously totally isotropic or non-singular on all the V i . If the form is non-singular
on each V j then let K = NG(V1)/CG(V1). K acts faithfully and irreducibly on V1 and preserves the
form on V1. Thus H has at least two regular orbits on V by minimality and Proposition 2.14. Hence,
we assume that each Vi is totally isotropic. Let j ∈ {1, . . . , t} and set V⊥j = {v ∈ V | (v,v j) = 0 for
all v j ∈ V j}. For v ∈ V , we consider the map f v ∈ V ∗j := HomF(V j,F), deﬁned by f v(v j) = (v, v j),
v j ∈ V j . Then v → f v , v ∈ V , induces an N-isomorphism between V /V⊥j and the dual space V ∗j . Since
VN is completely reducible, there exists an N-module U j such that VN = V⊥j ⊕ U j . Thus U j ∼= V ∗j
is homogeneous and U j = Vπ( j) for a permutation π ∈ St . Then π is an involution in St and the
permutation action of S commutes with π . Hence, S acts on the orbits of π . Since π is not the
identity, and the action of S is primitive, it follows that π has a single orbit and t = 2, |G/N| = 2.
Since |H| is odd, H ⊆ N and the result follows from [8, Lemma 3.33] and Theorem 3.4.
Thus we may assume V is a faithful, irreducible and quasi-primitive G-module. By Theorem 3.1,
we may assume G  Γ (V ). We know G may be identiﬁed with a subgroup of the semidirect product
of GF(p2m)× by Gal(GF(p2m) : GF(p)) acting in a natural manner on GF(p2m)+ . Let G ∩GF(p2m)× = U .
Thus G/U is cyclic of order at most 2m. Let s be the smallest prime dividing |HU/U |, then for
x ∈ H\U , |CV (x)|  |V |1/s by Lemma 2.7. As |H| is odd, we have |HU/U | m. Thus the number of
primes dividing |HU/U | is at most logs m. Hence
B1 :=
∣∣∣∣ ⋃
x∈H#
CV (x)
∣∣∣∣ (logs m)|H ∩ U |p2m/s.
We need to prove that (|V | − B1)/|G| > 1 or suﬃciently, that
p2m − (logs m)|H ∩ U |p2m/s −m|H ∩ U | > 0.
Since p and |H ∩ U | are odd and |H ∩ U | | pm ± 1 by [4, Lemma 1.1], |H ∩ U | (pm + 1)/2. It suﬃces
to show that 2p2m/(pm + 1) − log3m · p2m/3 −m > 0 and this inequality is satisﬁed for all p  3 and
m 1. 
The bound of Theorem 3.6 is tight. Let G = SL(2,3) act on V = F23. Then G and V satisfy the
condition of Theorem 3.6. Let H be an odd-order subgroup of G , then |H| = 3 and it is clear that H
has exactly two regular orbits on V .
Espuelas and Navarro [6] proved the following result. Let G be a group of odd order and let H
be a Hall π -subgroup of G . Let V be a faithful G-module, over possibly different ﬁnite ﬁelds of odd
π -characteristic and assume that V Oπ (G) is completely reducible, then there exists v ∈ V such that
CH (v) ⊆ Oπ (G). The following is a generalization of this theorem.
Theorem 3.7. Let G be a solvable group and let H be an odd-order Hall π -subgroup of G. Let V be a faithful G-
module, over possibly different ﬁnite ﬁelds of oddπ -characteristic. Assume that V Oπ (G) is completely reducible,
then there exists v ∈ V such that CH (v) ⊆ Oπ (G).
Proof. If H ⊆ Oπ (G) there is nothing to prove. Thus we may assume that H  Oπ (G). Let G be a
counterexample minimizing dim(V ).
Step 1. V is a completely reducible G-module.
Let R be a Hall π ′-subgroup of Oππ ′(G). If h ∈ H − Oπ (G), let 1 = Y (h) be a Hall π ′-subgroup of
[h, R].
We claim that there exists an irreducible G-submodule V (h) of V such that Y (h) acts nontrivially
on V (h). Since V Oπ (G) is completely reducible and the ﬁelds have π -characteristic, we know that
V Oππ ′ (G) is completely reducible.
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Since Y (h) > 1, suppose for instance that Y (h) acts nontrivially on V1. Now consider the G-
module
∑
x∈G V1x and choose an irreducible G-submodule W of it. Let X be an irreducible Oππ ′(G)-
submodule of W . Since for every x ∈ G , the V1x’s are homogeneous components, it follows that
X ⊆ V1x, for some x ∈ G . Since Wx = W , we will have that V1 ∩ W > 0.
Suppose now that Y (h) acts trivially on W ∩ V1 and let Y be an irreducible Oππ ′(G)-submodule
of W ∩ V1. Therefore, since V1 is a direct sum of modules isomorphic to Y , it follows that Y (h) acts
trivially on V1. This shows that Y (h) acts nontrivially on V (h) = W , as claimed.
Let U =∑h∈H−Oπ (G) V (h), U is a completely reducible G-module of V . If U < V , by minimality,
there exists u ∈ U such that CH¯ (u) ⊆ Oπ (G¯), where G¯ = G/CG (U ).
Let C = CG(U ) and let K/C = Oπ (G¯). Observe that [K/COπ (G), Oππ ′ (G)/COπ (G)] = 1. If h ∈
H ∩ K − Oπ (G), then [h, R] ⊆ [K , Oππ ′(G)] ⊆ Oπ (G)C . Since C contains the π ′-subgroups of Oπ (G)C ,
it follows that Y (h) ⊆ C , which is a contradiction. This proves that CH (u) ⊆ H ∩ K ⊆ Oπ (G) and we
may assume U = V . Hence V is a completely reducible G module.
Step 2. V is an irreducible G-module. Assume not, we have V = V1⊕V2 and each Vi is a nontrivial
G-module. Let Ki = CG(Vi) and Vi is a faithful irreducible G/Ki-module. By minimality, let vi ∈ Vi
such that CHKi/Ki (vi) ⊆ Oπ (G/Ki) and consider v = v1 + v2. Then CH (v) ⊆ Oπ (G).
Step 3. V is a quasi-primitive G-module. Assume not and let N be a normal subgroup of G such
that VN = V1 ⊕· · ·⊕ Vt , where the Vi ’s are homogeneous N-modules and t > 1. If N is maximal with
this property, then G/N primitively permutes the Ω = {V1, . . . , Vt}. Moreover, Vi is an irreducible
NG(Vi)-module with V Gi = V . Since H permutes the Ω = {V1, . . . , Vt}, we can take the represen-
tatives of each orbits as Ω1 = {V11, . . . , Vs1}. Let Hk1 be a Hall π -subgroup of NG(Vk1) containing
NH (Vk1) for all 1  k  s. By minimality, there exist vka, vkb ∈ Vk1 such that CHk1CG (Vk1)/CG (Vk1)(vka)
and CHk1CG (Vk1)/CG (Vk1)(vkb) ⊆ Oπ (NG(Vk1)/CG(Vk1)) := Sk1/CG(Vk1).
By Gluck’s Theorem [10, Corollary 5.7 (b)], HN/N has a regular orbit on the power set of Ω . Let
Λ ⊆ Ω be a representative of such an orbit. Let hkj ∈ H with Vk1hkj = Vkj . Let w1 = x11 + · · ·+ x1n1 +· · ·+ xs1 + · · ·+ xsns ∈ V be deﬁned as follows: xkj = vkahkj if Vkj ∈ Λ and xkj = vkbhkj if Vkj ∈ Ω −Λ.
Let w2 = x11 + · · · + x1n1 + · · · + xs1 + · · · + xsns ∈ V be deﬁned as follows: xkj = vkbhkj if Vkj ∈ Λ and
xkj = vkahkj if Vkj ∈ Ω −Λ. Thus CH (wi) ⊆ N and
CH (wi) ⊆
s⋂
k=1
ns⋂
j=1
S
hkj
k1 ⊆ Oπ (G).
Suppose that w1 = wh2 for some h ∈ H , then h permutes Λ and Ω −Λ and 2 | o(h), a contradiction.
Step 4. We may assume that G  Γ (V ) since otherwise H has at least two regular orbits on V by
Theorem 3.1. We know that V = GF(qn)+ , G ⊆ G∗ = Cn M where M = GF(qn)× and Cn = Gal(GF(qn) :
GF(q)). Observe that if the theorem is true for G∗ it is also true for G . Hence we may assume that
G = G∗ . Let H = 〈τ 〉 Kπ where 〈τ 〉 and Kπ are Hall π -subgroups of Cn and M , respectively. Assume
H  Oπ (G), it suﬃces to show that |⋃h∈H−Oπ (G) CV (h)| < |V |. Write H − Oπ (G) =⋃ j=1,...,t x j Kπ ,
where x j ∈ 〈τ 〉. Suppose that ⋃h∈H−Oπ (G) CV (h) = V , then V # =⋃ j=1,...,t(⋃m∈Kπ CV # (x jm)). Since
for each j,
⋃
m∈Kπ CV # (x jm) = {v ∈ V # | vx j/v ∈ Kπ } is a multiplicative subgroup of V #, it follows
that V # =⋃m∈Kπ CV # (x jm) for some j. Following notation and [13, Proposition 1.3], deﬁne N = {x ∈
V # | Nxj (x) = 1}, where Nσ is the norm map (i.e., Nσ (y) = yσ(y) · · ·σ o(σ )−1(y)). Then |N| = q
n−1
qn/s−1 ,
where s = o(x j). By [13, Proposition 1.3], we will have that N ⊆ Kπ . Then it follows that |Kπ ′ | divides
qn/s − 1. Since by Galois Theory, |CV # (x j)| = qn/s − 1, we have that Kπ ′ ⊆ CV # (x j). Thus 〈x j, Kπ 〉 
〈x j, K 〉  G , we have x j ∈ Oπ (G) and this is a contradiction. 
4. Applications
We provide some applications of the orbit theorems in the previous section.
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and let H be a Hall π -subgroup of G. Let V be a faithful G-module, over possibly different ﬁnite ﬁelds of
π -characteristic. Then H has at least one regular orbit on V .
Proof. If G is solvable, then this is done by Theorem 3.7. Now let N = Oπ ′ (G) and note that
CH (N) = 1 since CG(N)  N . By [11, Theorem 1.2], there exists a nilpotent H invariant subgroup
K of N such that CH (K ) = 1. Thus we have Oπ (K H) = 1 and since V KH is faithful, we may assume
G = K H . Then G is solvable and we are done. 
Remark. Theorem 4.1 extends [11, Theorem 3.1].
Theorem 4.2. Let G be a ﬁnite π -solvable group where π is a set of odd primes and H be a Hall π -subgroup
of G. Then there exists α ∈ Irr(H) such that |G : Oπ ′π (G)|π divides α(1). In particular, |G : Oπ ′π (G)|π 
b(H).
Proof. We may assume that Oπ ′(G) = 1. Let N = Oπ (G). Then, fairly standard arguments show that
C = CG(F(N)/Φ(N)) ⊆ N . Write V = Irr(F(N)/Φ(N)) and G¯ = G/C . Thus V is a faithful G¯-module
and Oπ (G¯) = N/C . Since |Oπ (G¯)| is odd, Oπ (G¯) is solvable and V Oπ (G¯) is completely reducible. By
Theorem 4.1, there exists λ ∈ Irr(V ) such that CH (λ) ⊆ N . Let ξ ∈ Irr(CH (λ)|λ) and α = ξ H ∈ Irr(H).
Thus |H : N| divides α(1), as wanted. 
Remark. Theorem 4.2 extends [6, Corollary] and [11, Theorem 3.2(1)].
Theorem 4.3. Let G be a π -solvable group where π is a set of odd primes and H be a Hall π -subgroup of G.
Let H0 = H ∩ Oπ ′π (G). If A is an abelian subgroup of H, then |A| |H0|.
Proof. Since A is abelian, we have b(H)  |H : A|. By Theorem 4.2, |H : H0|  b(H) and the result
follows. 
Remark. Theorem 4.3 partially extends [5, Proposition 2.3].
Theorem 4.4. Let G be a ﬁnite solvable group, then |G : F(G)|2′  b(G)2 .
Proof. Let U = F(G)/Φ(G) and G¯ = G/F(G). U is a faithful and completely reducible G¯-module by
Gaschütz’s Theorem [10, Theorem 1.12]. Let V = Irr(F(G)/Φ(G)) and V is a faithful and completely
reducible G¯-module by [10, Proposition 12.1].
Let H be a 2′-Hall subgroup of G and let H¯ = HF(G)/F(G). By Corollary 3.5, there exists λ ∈ V
such that |CH¯ (λ)|  |H¯|1/2. Let ξ ∈ Irr(CHF(G)(λ)|λ) and α = ξ HF(G) ∈ Irr(HF(G)). Thus |G : F(G)|2′ =|H¯| α(1)2  b(G)2. 
Remark. In [7], Gluck conjectured that for ﬁnite solvable group G , |G : F(G)|  b(G)2. This has been
veriﬁed by Espuelas [3] for G of odd order. Theorem 4.4 extends [3, Theorem 3.2].
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